
Robert Smith 
Senior Banker/Officer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Dependable and punctual with outstanding mathematical aptitude. 
Seasoned bank Teller who versed in customer care who is successful in 
achieving sales goals, while maintaining high levels of customer 
satisfaction.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Banker/Officer
U.S. Bank -   August 2010 – 2020 

Responsibilities:

 Executed customer transactions, including deposits, withdrawals, 
money orders, and checks.

 Received district branch recognition award for million-dollar loan 
growth, Quarterly Star of Excellence, and Customer Service scores.

 Created strategies to develop and expand sales of services to existing 
customers which resulted in an increase in revenue for the branch.

 Prepared customer and ATM cash and change orders.
 Organized, stocked and maintained the teller window.
 Processed quarterly Vault and ATM audits with zero error rate.
 Pulled daily branch reports.

Senior Banker
Delta Corporation -   2009 – 2010 

Responsibilities:

 Evaluated in-depth branch sales and operational plans and 
implemented strategies to improve branch sales and maintain 
efficiency.

 Consistently identified customer needs and suggested appropriate 
product Exceed individual sales goals Reporting to the Branch Manager,
responsible .

 Responsibility for vault transactions Teller approvals Sales Customer 
service Building customer relationships Accomplishments Promoted to 
manage the .

 Manage, recruit and coach new teams for the company to ensure a 
good future Deal with the clienteles complaints that could not be 
resolved by the .

 In charge of servicing ATM.
 Initiated daily huddles for daily production &amp; accountability.
 Maintained branch productivity resulting in a Pinnacling branch.

Education

Associates of Science in Business - (Indiana Wesleyan University)
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SKILLS

ConnectPro, Microsoft 
Excel, Powerpoint, Word, 
Outlook, Cognos, 
Peoplenet,.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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